Share What You Learn

CCSSR Anchor Standard 2. Determine central ideas or themes of a text (or museum exhibit) and analyze their development; summarize the key supporting details and ideas.

CCSSR Anchor Standard 7: Integrate ideas and information from a variety of sources.

CCSSW Anchor standard 2. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.

Read to learn about a topic. Then write about it.

Topic: ____________________________________________________________

SOURCES: How I learned about this topic-- Article: ________________________________

Book: ____________________________________________ Video: ________________________________

Field Trip to __________________________ Internet Site: ________________________________

An Important Idea I Learned:

List examples and information that support that idea.

• ____________________________________________________________

• ____________________________________________________________

• ____________________________________________________________

• ____________________________________________________________

• ____________________________________________________________

• ____________________________________________________________

• ____________________________________________________________

• ____________________________________________________________

What I Think is Important to Understand about this Topic

Explain this topic. Choose a format:

__paragraph  __page with pictures  __poem  __children’s book  __exhibit

__  ________________________________ (another format)